League of Pissed Off Voters June 2018 Questionnaire
Hello candidates! Thank you for lling out the League's questionnaire. Please complete the questionnaire by 5pm on
Monday, February 26th if you wish to be considered for a League endorsement. If you have any questions, you can
contact us at TheLeagueSF@gmail.com.

Candidate Info
Name *
London Breed

Campaign Contact Person

Email Address *

Phone Number

O ce Sought *
Mayor

Website
www.londonformayor.com

What are your self care strategies to prevent burnout?
I enjoy spending time with my family and friends. My faith is very important to me and it keeps
me grounded when times are di cult.

Priorities
Please list the 3 endorsements you are most proud of
Senator Kamala Harris, San Francisco Fire ghters Local 798 (sole), SEIU 1021 (#2)

What are the top three issues you will work on, and how will you implement
solutions in a timely manner? (1250 character limit)
Three of the most pressing issues to address as Mayor will be housing affordability,
homelessness, and public safety.
My rst priority in housing and homelessness is to create an affordable city for ALL of us. I’ll
protect and expand our affordable and rent-controlled stock, and honor Mayor Lee’s
commitment to build 5,000 units per year. I’ll continue to work with unions to fund and build
hundreds of modular homes for homeless people, and build on underutilized sites around the
City like the McDonald’s on Haight and Stanyan. Finally, we need to keep our communities in
San Francisco, and that means securing the right to eviction counsel and building more middleincome units.
San Francisco needs a Mayor who will make our neighborhoods safer—and on issues of public
safety, I don’t back down. This means confronting the property crime wave, as I’ve done by
working to add more police o cers to keep up with our rising population. This means reducing
emergency response times, as I did when I fought the ambulance crisis in 2014. And this
means crafting smart policy that aligns with our values: Championing our Sanctuary status,
implementing systemic reform, and reintegrating people coming out of jail. Just as I’ve always
done.

What for-pro t or non-pro t boards do you serve on, including political
organizations?
San Francisco Democratic County Central Committee (Fundraising Committee)

Local Issues
Some of the things pissed-off voters are watching right now!

Have you signed up for CleanPowerSF?
Yes, for Green service
Yes, for SuperGreen service
No, I do not plan to sign up for CleanPowerSF

Do you support San Francisco Employees' Retirement System (SFERS) fully
divesting from fossil fuels within three years and holding SFERS
accountable at the ballot if they do not divest?
Yes
No

Do you support the expansion of charter schools (yes/no, explanation if
needed)?
No. I’m a proud graduate of Galileo High School, but the fact of the matter is, we need to be
focusing more on our public education system in San Francisco and statewide. When the
President of the San Francisco NAACP drew our attention to how poorly the San Francisco
Uni ed School District (SFUSD) serves our students of color, it was astonishing how
unsurprising it seemed. So no, before we think about expanding charter schools in our city, we
need to work on the problems in front of us within our public school system.

Do you support the parcel tax for San Francisco Uni ed School District?
Yes
No

If the Costa Hawkins Rental Housing Act is repealed at the state level,
would you commit to implementing vacancy controls in San Francisco?
Yes
No

Do you support funding the Public Defender’s o ce to provide
representation for all immigration deportation cases?
Yes
No

Do you support extending the current MOU with the Police O cers
Association so the next Mayor can negotiate a new MOU in 2019?
Yes
No

Do you support removing the prohibition on reprimands that are more than
5 years old from being considered when police o cers apply for
promotions, transfers, or special assignments?
Yes
No

Do you support renewing SFPD's involvement with the FBI's Joint Terrorism
Task Force?
Yes
No

Do you support congestion pricing for the downtown core?
Yes
No

Would you support increasing the Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF) by
$5/square foot on commercial property?
Yes
No

Would you support a tax on transportation network companies (TNCs) and
other "gig economy" operators?
Yes
No

San Francisco suffers a continued affordability and housing crisis. Please
explain how you think this crisis should be addressed (in general), then list
actionable concrete steps you would take, if elected, to move toward those
solutions. Include an explanation of whose interests you will prioritize, and
at least one example of a step you would support but which is not currently
politically feasible.
My housing vision is to create an affordable city for every San Franciscan—and that means all
of us. Housing insecurity isn’t academic to me. I’ve lived it for my whole life, from growing up in
Plaza East to continuing to live as a tenant as the President of the Board of Supervisors.
Addressing the affordability crisis will be one of my top priorities as Mayor, and I’m proud to
have been the rst candidate in this race to release a housing policy platform. I’ve delivered
good housing policy on the Board, and I’m running as the most pro-housing candidate because
we need to be taking this crisis seriously.
Confronting the affordability crisis means protecting and expanding our affordable and rentcontrolled housing stock. It means increasing funding for all types of housing. It means
honoring Mayor Lee’s commitment to build 5,000 units per year. It means funding and building
hundreds of modular homes for homeless people. It means negotiating building on
underutilized sites—just like I did with the McDonald’s on Haight and Stanyan. It means working
to keep our middle-income earners in San Francisco. And it means reforming our approval
process for code-complaint new housing and greenlighting 100% affordable projects that are
code-compliant.
The housing crisis is a long-term problem that demands creative and bold solutions. As Mayor,
I’ll commit to stop pitting San Franciscans against each other when it comes to development,
because this crisis affects us all. After all, this is San Francisco—there’s no problem we can’t
solve when we work together.

2018 Elections

There are two gross receipts ballot measures on the June 2018 ballot. The
con icting measures section ensures both cannot be implemented, even if
they both pass. Which do you support?
1% gross receipts from the lease of warehouse space and 3.5% gross receipts from lease
of all other commercial space for early childcare and education
1.7% gross receipts from lease of commercial space to fund low- and middle-income
housing and homelessness services

Do you support the SF tenant right to counsel measure on the June 2018
ballot?
Yes
No

Do you support the June 2018 ballot measure to provide SF police with
tasers?
Yes
No

Who are you supporting for Mayor? (In addition to yourself, if applicable)
1st

2nd

3rd

Unranked
Endorsement

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

Angela Alioto

Michelle Bravo

London Breed

Richie Greenburg

Jane Kim

Mark Leno

Amy Farrah Weiss

Ellen Lee Zhou

Who are you supporting for D2 Supervisor?
1st

Catherine Stefani

Schuyler Hudak

Nicholas Josefowitz

Kat Anderson

2nd

Who are you supporting for D4 Supervisor?
1st

2nd

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

Katy Tang

Daniel Kappler

Adam Kim

Who are you supporting for D6 Supervisor?
1st

2nd

Sonja Trauss

Jason Lee Jones

Matt Haney

Christine Johnson

Who are you supporting for D8 Supervisor (June 2018)?
1st

Rafael Mandelman

Jeff Sheehy

Lawrence Dagesse

2nd

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

Who are you supporting for D10 Supervisor?
1st

2nd

3rd

Uzuri Pease-Greene

Shamann Walton

Theo Ellington

Tony Kelly
Asale-Haquekyah
Chandler
Neo Veavea

Who are you supporting for Board of Education in 2018?
Michelle Parker, Josephine Zhou

Who are you supporting for Community College Board in 2018?
Thea Selby

Past Elections

Unranked
endorsement

Who did you support for D1 Supervisor?
1st

2nd

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

Sherman D’Silva

Sandra Lee Fewer

Richie Greenberg

Jason Jungreis

Samuel Kwong

Brian Larkin

David Lee

Jonathan Lyens

Marjan Philhour

Andy Thornley

Who did you support for D3 Supervisor?
1st

Aaron Peskin

Tim Donnelly

2nd

Who did you support for D5 Supervisor?
1st

2nd

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

London Breed

Dean Preston

Who did you support for D7 Supervisor?
1st

2nd

Joel Engardio

John Farrell

Alexander Lee

Norman Yee

Michael Young

Who did you support for D9 Supervisor?
1st

Joshua Arce

Iswari Espana

Hillary Ronen

Melissa San Miguel

2nd

Who did you support for D11 Supervisor?
1st

2nd

3rd

Unranked
endorsement

Kimberly Alvarenga

Francisco Herrera
Magdalena De
Guzman
Ahsha Safai

Berta Hernandez

Who did you support for Board of Education in 2016?
Stevon Cook, Matt Haney, Rachel Norton, Trevor McNeil

Who did you support for Community College Board in 2016?
Tom Temprano, Amy Bacharach, Alex Randolph, Shanell Williams

Did you support 2016's Prop D "Let's Elect Our Elected O cials" to have
special elections to ll vacancies on the Board of Supervisors?
Yes
No

Did you support 2014's Prop G, the anti-speculation tax?
Yes
No

Final Question

Is there anything else you want to tell us? (3000 character limit)
I’m running to be the Mayor for ALL San Franciscans. There’s too much tribalism in our politics
—too much gridlock and naysaying. We need to stop ghting with each other and start ghting
for each other, for everyone’s sake. I’m running for Mayor to ensure that every San Franciscan
has the opportunity of a good paying job, a safe and affordable place to live, and the peace of
mind that comes from feeling safe in our homes and on the streets of our City.
This is San Francisco—there’s no problem we can’t solve. Together we can make San Francisco
more affordable for everyone. Together we can we can make San Francisco safer for everyone.
And together, we can continue leading the world on environmental policy, human rights, and
our shared San Francisco values. No matter what happens in Washington, D.C., San
Franciscans deserve a Mayor who will always ght for them in San Francisco. I want to be that
Mayor. Together, we have a bright future ahead.
Regarding Costa Hawkins Repeal; I support the repeal of Costa Hawkins. We need to preserve
some of our city’s most valuable affordable housing stock — rent controlled units. As Mayor, I
would ask our city partners to study the potential effects of limitations on new tenant rents, like
I did when the Board of Supervisors changed inclusionary housing requirements. We need to
nd creative solutions to increase pricing stability without creating another housing crisis in
the future.
Regarding support removing the prohibition on reprimands; I would need to study this issue
more and consult with Police commissioners, community leaders, and other stakeholders.
Regarding congestion pricing; During my time on the Board of Supervisors, I’ve worked to
modernize and improve the reliability of MUNI in order to provide a safe, clean, and fast public
transit system that alleviates congestion. The implementation of congestion pricing, though,
has not had a robust community process. Because this will affect the entire community, there
should be more outreach and consensus-building on this idea.
Regarding SF tenant right to counsel; I’m a lifelong tenant, so I know as well as anyone the reallife effects of San Francisco’s affordability crisis. But, when about 1,800 eviction notices were
served in San Francisco in 2016, and nine out of ten evictees went unrepresented, we need to
take this seriously and act fast. I’ve introduced legislation at the Board of Supervisors to ensure
a right to civil counsel in these cases. I agree with the need and goals of the ballot measure,
but my preference is to handle this through legislation, because it’s faster, can be funded, and
later improved. But that doesn’t necessarily mean I oppose the ballot route. The conversation
is ongoing about the mechanism, but I fully support the objective and am working to realize it.

Regarding 2014's Prop G, the anti-speculation tax; I did not take a position on this measure.
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